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'MARTINA COLE FANS WILL LOVE THIS
FAST-PACED THRILLER' SUNDAY MIRROR
They came for her family. Now she's coming
for them. This nail-biting thriller introduces
Glasgow's newest gangland mistress, Kerry
Casey. Kerry Casey thought she'd made a life
away from the dirty dealings of her gangster
family. Her father wanted to make them
legit - her brother Mickey had other ideas,
and now it's got him killed. When Mickey's
funeral turns into a bloodbath at the hands
of a group of anonymous shooters and
Kerry's mother is killed in the crossfire,
Kerry finds herself at the head of the Casey
family, and desperate for revenge. Running
a crime empire is not a job she ever asked
for, and not one she wants, but Kerry is
determined to fulfil her father's wishes and
make the Caseys go straight. First, though,
she will find the men who murdered her
mother, and she will take them down, no
matter what it costs.
Break the rules... Harry Fletcher – Fletch to
his friends – has spent his life surviving the
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working for notorious gangster Billy King is
dangerous, and sleeping with Billy’s
beautiful wife, Susan is deadly...but rules
are meant to be broken. Pay the price. If
Billy discovers the affair, Fletch is a dead
man. But the closer he gets to Susan the
more reckless Fletch becomes. And soon,
Fletch realises that every one - even him must pay the price for his actions. But just
what is Fletch prepared to lose...and will the
cost be too high, even for him?
As a foreign correspondent, Scott Peterson
witnessed firsthand Somalia's descent into
war and its battle against US troops, the
spiritual degeneration of Sudan's Holy War,
and one of the most horrific events of the
last half century: the genocide in Rwanda. In
Me Against My Brother, he brings these
events together for the first time to record a
collapse that has had an impact far beyond
African borders.In Somalia, Peterson tells of
harrowing experiences of clan conflict, guns
and starvation. He met with warlords,
observed death intimately and nearly lost
his own life to a Somali mob. From ground
level, he documents how the US-UN relief
mission devolved into all out war - one that
for America has proven to be the most
formative post-Cold War debacle. In Sudan,
he journeys where few correspondents have
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front line, to find that outside "relief" has
only prolonged war. In Rwanda, his firstperson experience of the genocide and welldocumented analysis provide rare insight
into this human tragedy.Filled with the dust,
sweat and powerful detail of real-life, Me
Against My Brother graphically illustrates
how preventive action and a better
understanding of Africa - especially by the
US - could have averted much suffering. Also
includes a 16-page color insert.
Billy O'Connell may have been just a boy
when Den Shaw crossed him and his family,
but the bad news for Den was; little boys
eventually grow into men.Billy has bided his
time, ten whole years of hurt, and now
justice, as far as he is concerned, has finally
been done.Jay Shaw only looks out for
himself, His old man had taught him that
much at least. Billy may hate him with a
vengeance but the feeling is most definitely
mutual. Jay is as nasty and conniving as his
father before him: They say the apple
doesn't fall far from the tree, and this one is
Rotten to the Core.Kate O'Connell is a
decent girl considering the rough area that
she has grown up in, and the fact that her
brother Billy is so fiercely protective of her.
How she has managed to keep her secret
from him for so long she has no idea.Caught
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having to make a choice, between the man
she loves and her fiercely protective brother.
It's a decision that could cost Kate her life.
Kerry Casey 4
The Feud
The Family Man
The Sting
The grittiest gangland thriller you'll read
this year
Bad Blood
What if the world of the old New York
waterfront was as violent and mob-controlled
as it appears in Hollywood movies? Well, it
really was, and the story of its downfall,
told here in high style by Nathan Ward, is
the original New York mob story. New York Sun
reporter Malcolm "Mike" Johnson was sent to
cover the murder of a West Side boss
stevedore and discovered a "waterfront
jungle, set against a background of New
York's magnificent skyscrapers" and providing
"rich pickings for criminal gangs."
Racketeers ran their territories while
doubling as union officers, from the West
Side's "Cockeye" Dunn, who'd kill for any
amount of dock space, to Jersey City's
Charlie Yanowsky, who controlled rackets and
hiring until he was ice-picked to death.
Johnson's hard-hitting investigative series
won a Pulitzer Prize, inspired a screenplay
by Arthur Miller, and prompted Elia Kazan's
Oscar-winning film On the Waterfront. And yet
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organized crime - even as the government's
dramatic hearings into waterfront misdeeds
became must-see television. In Dark Harbor,
Nathan Ward tells this archetypal crime story
as if for the first time, taking the reader
back to a city, and an era, at once more
corrupt and more innocent than our own.
Americans have experienced a love-hate
relationship with Wall Street for two hundred
years. Long an object of suspicion, fear, and
even revulsion, the Street eventually came to
be seen as an alluring pathway to wealth and
freedom. Steve Fraser tells the story of this
remarkable transformation in a brilliant,
masterfully written narrative filled with
colorful tales of confidence men and
aristocrats, Napoleonic financiers and
reckless adventurers, master builders and
roguish destroyers. Penetrating and
engrossing, this is an extraordinary work of
history that illuminates the values and the
character of our nation.
The epic new thriller from the No.1
bestselling Queen of Gangland crime!
SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2015 SAMUEL JOHNSON PRIZE
‘Gripping and at times ineffably sad, this
book would be poetic even without the poetry.
It will be the standard biography of Ted
Hughes for a long time to come’ Sunday Times
‘Seldom has the life of a writer rattled
along with such furious activity ... A
moving, fascinating biography’ The Times
To Tell the Truth
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A gripping crime thriller of danger,
determination and one unstoppable woman
A Cold Killing
A brand new cosy crime series from the
bestselling author of the Exham-on-Sea Murder
Mysteries
The Price

‘The best police procedural I’ve read in years’ Jane
Casey ‘Grabbed me from the first page’ Ian Rankin
Maura Ryan is back to claim her gangland crown...
MAURA'S GAME is the unputdownable sequel to
DANGEROUS LADY, the iconic first novel by Sunday
Times No.1 bestseller Martina Cole which
catapulted her to fame and made her the
'undisputed queen of crime writing' (Guardian).
Maura Ryan was the queen of the criminal
underworld when she pulled off the most audacious
gold bullion robbery of all time. Since then, she's
retired from a life of crime to be with the only man
she's ever loved. But enemies from her past are
closing in and they're about to learn that they
should never cross Maura Ryan. The dangerous
lady is back and she's as lethal as ever... We know
you'll be hooked on Maura Ryan, so be sure to first
read the gripping prequel to MAURA'S GAME,
DANGEROUS LADY.
'A colourful tale of love, lust, making good and
revenge' The Sun 5* eBook of the Week Gangland
was a man's world - but the women knew different
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London, 1946. Alice Diamond, the Queen of the
Forty Thieves, rules over her gang of hoisters with
a bejewelled fist. Nell is a slum girl from Waterloo,
hiding a secret pregnancy and facing a desperately
uncertain future. Sensing an opportunity to exploit
Nell's vulnerabilities, Alice takes her under her wing
and, before long, Nell is experiencing the secret
world of hoisting, with all the dangers - and
glamorous trappings - that comes with this
underworld existence. Alice has a longstanding
feud with Billy Sullivan's all-male gang in Soho, and
thinks Nell could be a useful weapon in her
vendetta. But Nell has a secret agenda of her own,
and is not to be underestimated. And the more she
is exploited by both Alice and Billy, the more her
hunger for revenge grows. As she embraces the
seedy underbelly of London, will she prevail in
carving out her own path to power and riches...
...and crown herself the Queen of Thieves? From
Sunday Times bestselling author Beezy Marsh
comes a thrilling new crime saga series, perfect for
fans of Sam Michaels, Martina Cole and Jessie
Keane. Readers are loving Queen of Thieves
'Gangland at its best' 'Oooh this book was so
good...I am hooked now and can't wait to see how
this series develops' 'This is a proper bang on
London saga and I loved the characters...The
author is spot on with all her research that makes
this book such a unique read' 'WOW totally pulled
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into the storyline from the start... it's a real page
turner I devoured in one sitting'
The enemy is close to home in The Manor, a
gripping gangland thriller from the top five
bestseller Jessie Keane. Charlie Stone and Terry
Barton have been blood brothers since the cradle.
They grew up in the East End skimming along the
bottom of the underworld, until Charlie took over
the manor from the local mob and a twist of fate
put him and his best mate on the road to the high
life. When Charlie and Terry both marry and have
kids, everything is set. Both families have
everything they ever wanted. But things begin to
turn sour when Charlie’s adopted son Harlan starts
to cause trouble. It soon becomes clear that Harlan
doesn’t just want to be number one son; he wants
to be number one, full stop, and he wants Terry’s
daughter Belle Barton by his side. As the feud
caused by Harlan spirals out of control it is left to
Belle to pick up the pieces. Is she strong enough to
take on Harlan Stone? And has she got what it
takes to rule the manor . . . 'Perfect for fans of
Martina Cole and Lynda La Plante' – Glamour
BEHIND EVERY STRONG WOMAN IS AN EPIC STORY:
historical crime fiction at its most gripping
The Enemy Is Close To Home In This Gritty
Gangland Thriller
Queen of Thieves
The Most Addictive, Nailbiting Gangster Thriller of
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the Year
Blood Feud
The War for the New York Waterfront
Don’t miss the explosive new novel from No.1
bestseller Kimberley Chambers – QUEENIE –
available to buy now!
Blood FeudThe gripping, gritty gangster thriller
that everybody's talking about!Hachette UK
If you can't trust your family, who can you
trust...? Glasgow gangster Jamie Gray and his
fellow Blood Brothers rule the Gallowburn Estate
with an iron fist. No one messes around on their
turf without consequences. But when Jamie’s
erstwhile dad, Jason Gray, reappears after many
years away - some of them spent behind bars the Blood Brothers are drawn into the murky and
dangerous world of the toughest gangster of
them all – The Queen of Glasgow, Toni McVay.
Toni is the head of the most powerful organised
crime family in Scotland and, as the psychotic
leader enjoys scooping out the eyeballs of those
who displease her, Jamie has no option but to do
her bidding. With the love of his life Allegra still
missing, his enemies closing in, and his family’s
safety at risk, Jamie Gray faces the battle of his
life. But with his father’s bad blood running
through his veins, and the bravery and brains he
has inherited from his mother Jackie, Jamie has
all the tools he needs to survive. If you love
Martina Cole, Kimberley Chambers, and Jessie
Keane, you’ll love Heather Atkinson. Discover the
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crackling plots, unforgettable characters and
page-turning pace and you'll never look back...
What readers are saying about Heather Atkinson:
'Another brilliant book from Heather...she really
is one the best in the business. ' 'I have read ALL
Heather Atkinson's books. They are all fantastic.'
'All Heather's books are action packed and have
you on edge.' 'I stumbled upon Heather's books
and I'm so glad I did, characters excellent and
storylines are great , I find myself searching the
book stores for more of them to read the minute
I finish one.'
‘Gritty and gripping – by a star in the making.’
Kimberley Chambers A gritty, gangland Romeo
and Juliet story from bestselling author Jacqui
Rose, Trapped is perfect for fans of Jessie Keane
and Martina Cole.
At War in Somalia, Sudan and Rwanda
Her Revenge
Rotten to the Core
Rosie Gilmour 1
The April Dead

‘A shocking, gripping read’ Dreda Say
Mitchell ‘Sweeps along at a breakneck
pace.’ Anna Smith
A decomposed body washes up on a beach
near Glasgow. The victim: Tracy Eadie.
Junkie. Prostitute. Fourteen years old.
Rosie Gilmour, tabloid journalist and
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linking police officials with Tracy's
disappearance. Digging deeper, Rosie
uncovers a sickening network of
corruption and abuse, leading back to
the very top of the establishment. And
to powerful figures who want their
secrets kept hidden. Rosie has found
the story of a lifetime. Yet living to
tell it will be her greatest challenge.
'Anna Smith expertly unveils Glasgow's
underbelly in this page-turner. Her
knowledge of the city's underclass
shines out of every page' News of the
World
1964 - London Dolly Vincent is born to
an East End gangster but is sent away
for her own protection. Mad Mick is
hell bent on his revenge and will stop
at nothing to kill her. Estranged from
her family, she becomes a successful
barrister, but after defending a young
Italian man she finds herself caught up
in a secret held by a high court judge.
Tortured and left for dead she flees
London and heads to New York. Only the
Vincents know where she is, but even
they don't know the truth. 1990
Francesca is back to face her demons
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A gripping gangland thriller that sees
heroine crime boss Kerry Casey in jail
- for fans of Kimberley Chambers,
Martina Cole and Jessie Keane 'MARTINA
COLE FANS WILL LOVE THIS' DAILY MIRROR
Kerry Casey is still reeling from the
bombshell that her lover, undercover
cop Vinny Burns, has gone missing in
Spain. She's pregnant with his baby and
will do anything to find him. One
night, driving along a country road,
Kerry and her Uncle Danny are ambushed
by gunmen. In the confusion that
follows, shots are fired and two men
are murdered. Kerry and Danny can only
look on as the bodies are dragged from
their assailant's car and placed in
their own. The police arrive in
minutes. With cocaine, dead bodies and
guns in the car, it looks like an openand-shut case. Kerry's been framed. She
is forced to wait out her fate inside a
women's prison, still not knowing what
has happened to Vinnie. On the outside
the Casey gang are hunting down the men
who did this to her and they will stop
at nothing to find them., ,
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a gripping crime thriller with a
shocking twist from the author of Blood
Feud
Every Man a Speculator
The Hunted
An unforgettable, heart-stopping
thriller from Kerry Kaya
Diamond
A gritty, page-turning thriller perfect
for fans of Martina Cole. Refugees are
disappearing in Glasgow. The mutilated
body of one has been found, but the police
aren't interested. Can crime reporter
Rosie Gilmour uncover the truth before the
killer comes for her? Steeped in its own
problems, Glasgow's mushrooming underclass
is simmering with resentment and the
sudden flow of Kosovan refugess into the
city; and one by one, refugees are
disappearing. The authorities assume the
refugees have vanished into the black
economy, until the mutilated body of an
Albanian man is fished out of the River
Clyde. Asylum seekers and refugees with no
roots and no families are easy pickings.
But why is there no urgency from the
authorities to find out what's happening?
Rosie Gilmour's instincts tell her there's
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for the refugees clouding her judgement?
'Gripping and compelling' KIMBERLEY
CHAMBERS 'An action packed novel with
current political undertones that make for
a riveting read' EUROCRIME
Crime reporter Rosie Gilmour returns from
hiding in Bosnia to a story of a brutal
execution. University lecturer Tom Mahoney
was shot at point blank range and the
killing has all the signs of a hit. But
who would want to kill a retired lecturer?
Rosie throws herself into the
investigation, looking for a witness that
has gone missing. A witness that might
hold the key to the story. But she has her
own reasons to stay hidden. As Rosie digs
deeper, she finds the story has
connections to the Ministry of Defence and
MI6 and Mahoney's past is darker than
anyone could imagine. Rosie's running out
of time to find out the truth, before
Mahoney's killers silence her for good.
'Anna Smith is the real deal . . . Rosie
Gilmour is a captivating character who
drags the reader along at breakneck speed'
Daily Express
A gripping gangland thriller that sees
heroine crime boss Kerry Casey in jail for fans of Kimberley Chambers, Martina
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'MARTINA
WILL LOVE THIS' DAILY MIRROR Kerry Casey
is still reeling from the bombshell that
her lover, undercover cop Vinny Burns, has
gone missing in Spain. She's pregnant with
his baby and will do anything to find him.
One night, driving along a country road,
Kerry and her Uncle Danny are ambushed by
gunmen. In the confusion that follows,
shots are fired and two men are murdered.
Kerry and Danny can only look on as the
bodies are dragged from their assailant's
car and placed in their own. The police
arrive in minutes. With cocaine, dead
bodies and guns in the car, it looks like
an open-and-shut case. Kerry's been
framed. She is forced to wait out her fate
inside a women's prison, still not knowing
what has happened to Vinnie. On the
outside the Casey gang are hunting down
the men who did this to her and they will
stop at nothing to find them.
A three-year-old girl is snatched from a
beach in Spain. Nobody heard a sound.
Nobody saw a thing. Rosie Gilmour's muchneeded holiday is cut short when the
abduction story breaks and she's sent to
cover it. Her instincts tell her
something's wrong: such a crime must
surely have its witnesses, and the girl's
mother's story doesn't add up. With a
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deeper into the seedy depths of the area,
making dangerous enemies. As she closes in
on the truth, she realises the penalty for
missing this particular deadline could be
her own death. 'Perfectly paced and neatly
plotted' Daily Mail
The Rosie Gilmour Series
That's the Joint!
Born Evil
Fog on the Tyne
The Victim
A Gripping Gangland Thriller Full of
Exciting Twists!.

'I lovedA Village Murder and its
setting. It kept surprising me!' Faith
Martin, #1 bestselling author The start
of a brand new series from the
bestselling author of the Exham-on-Sea
Murder Mysteries. An English village
can be deadly, when your past catches
up with you... In the beautiful rural
Somerset village of Lower Hembrow,
crammed full with English eccentrics,
something is amiss... Landscape
gardener Imogen Bishop has spent the
last thirty years trying to forget one
fateful school night but when her
estranged husband Greg Bishop is found
dead in the grounds of her fathers'
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Georgian hotel, danger threatens to
overwhelm her. Retired police officer
Adam Hennessey, hoping for a peaceful
life running his traditional Somerset
country pub, finds himself drawn into
the unfolding drama in the hotel across
the road. Imogen, Adam and Harley the
stray dog form an unlikely partnership
as they try to untangle a knot of
secrets, solve a murder mystery, and
bring a killer to justice. A brand new
cosy mystery series from the
bestselling author of Murder at the
Lighthouse, perfect for fans of Faith
Martin, Betty Rowlands and M.C. Beaton.
What readers are saying about A Village
Murder: ’Wonderfully portrayed
characters, a mystery that keeps you
guessing till the end, this is a
brilliantly written piece of cozy
mystery.' ’I loved this book and think
that it marks the beginning of a fun
new series!’ ’There are plenty of red
herring plus twists & turns & a growing
number of murders before the culprit is
revealed. I happily whiled away a few
hours with this engrossing read.’ ’I
would recommend it to anyone looking
for an entertaining read.’ ’An
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enjoyable and entertaining plot making
for an engaging, relaxing read
providing some much needed escapism.’
’What a wonderful beginning to a series
that I just know I am going to follow.’
*** THE SUNDAY TIMES TOP TEN BESTSELLER
*** 'A brilliant historical crime read'
Bella 'This thrilling and twisty crime
novel is perfect for fans of Martina
Cole' My Weekly 'A rollercoaster of
crime, revenge and murder' The Sun
BEHIND EVERY STRONG WOMAN IS AN EPIC
STORY... In the early years of the last
century, a desperate young girl changes
her name and flees the confines of her
brutal, dominating gangland family in
London. Now calling herself 'Diamond
Dupree', she goes to Paris to become an
artist's model but the world there is
different to what she had supposed it
would be and she soon falls on hard
times. When she manages to escape at
the end of the First World War, she
leaves behind her a mystery - and a
dead man. Back home in London, she
reluctantly re-joins the Soho family
'firm' she'd once been glad to leave
behind. Having grown tougher during her
time in Paris, she soon becomes a force
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to be reckoned with, a feared and
respected gangland queen. But then she
meets Richard Beaumont, the youngest
son of a wealthy aristocratic family,
and sparks fly. But can she escape the
long arm of the law and the hangman's
noose, when the crimes of her past
finally catch up with her? For fans of
Martina Cole and Kimberley Chambers, as
well as viewers of Peaky Blinders, this
is historical crime fiction at its most
compelling. 'No one delves into the
underworld like Keane!' Woman's Weekly
'A gritty and enlightening read' Yours
'Authentically gritty' Crime Monthly
Rosie Gilmour is chasing an explosive
new story that will take her deep into
Glasgow's sectarian underworld. But has
she got in over her head? Crime
reporter Rosie Gilmour is on the trail
of missing barmaid Wendy Graham.
Wendy's boyfriend is a member of the
Ulster Volunteer Force - and before she
vanished, she levelled a horrifying
accusation against one of his mates.
Determined to get justice for a woman
she is sure has paid the ultimate price
for breaking the silence of the UVF
brotherhood, Rosie will find herself at
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the mercy of the most vicious gangsters
she's ever encountered. Has she met her
match this time? 'If you haven't come
across Rosie yet, this jet-propelled
and cleverly plotted story will suck
you in from page one and send you
searching for her earlier adventures'
Crime Review
Spanning 25 years of serious writing on
hip-hop by noted scholars and
mainstream journalists, this
comprehensive anthology includes
observations and critiques on
groundbreaking hip-hop recordings.
Trapped
The Dead Won't Sleep
End Game
An unforgettable new voice in gangland
crime saga
An Absolutely Gripping and Gritty Crime
Thriller about Betrayal, Revenge and
Family Secrets
The Hip-hop Studies Reader
Addictive, obsessive, sexually driven and all consuming;
Jimmy's Game is a book that will dominate your darkest
desires of control and power. It's a hard-hitting gritty
description of the murky underworld of present day
London. Pulling no punches it delves into the dark
violent world of clubs, sex trafficking, drugs and the
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prostitution culture. Maria Davis, a devout Catholic who
has been raised in a convent, was devastated and
terrified when at fifteen she was sold to the sadistic self
appointed crime boss, Nick Orphanides, by the very
people she loved and trusted. After living with sexual
dominance, torture, deprivation and sadism at his hands
for three years; she believes her prayers have finally
been answered when Jimmy Dixon wins her in a poker
game. Yet despite Jimmy being one of Nick's crew, it
soon becomes apparent that Nick isn't about to let him
keep her and a feud soon develops between the two men.
Leaving Maria once again fearing for her life, she
knows too much about Nick's criminal activities outside
of London, including his secret links with the Russian
Mafia. If Nick can't buy her back he'll silence her
permanently, along with Jimmy and anyone who stands
in his way. Although certain that she'll be forced to
return before anyone is killed, Maria finds herself
falling for the charms of sexy bad boy Jimmy. Slowly he
brings her into the erotic world of true desire and love
making; but it isn't long before she realises that he too
has a darker side. A deep rooted sadistic uncontrollable
anger connected to his childhood. Jimmy's Game is the
first book in the RUTHLESS series.
The final instalment in the thrilling trilogy which began
with The Feud and The Traitor - from the No.1
bestselling author of Tainted Love. Life is looking bleak
for Frankie Mitchell - not only has she lost custody of
her two children to their sadistic, gypsy-bred father, Jed
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O'Hara, she is also pregnant and banged up in
Holloway awaiting trial for attempted murder. In
Frankie's absence, her father, underworld boss Eddie
Mitchell, is determined to get his own back. He wants
revenge not only for his daughter's imprisonment, but
also for the death of his beloved wife, Jessica.
Determined to get his grandchildren back home where
they belong, Eddie plans the O'Haras demise slowly and
precisely. But then he finds out a secret and learns the
real reason why his daughter is in the slammer and all
hell breaks loose. Essex had never seen anything like the
bloodbath that followed, but were either family actually
capable of winning this long running feud, or would
they all become the victims of their own past mistakes?
Fans of Martina Cole and Kimberley Chambers will love
this gripping new book from Emma Tallon, set in the
same world as her bestselling Tyler Family series.
There's a new girl in town and she has a score to settle.
Scarlet Drew isn't to be messed with. As the daughter of
a notorious London gangster, she's got enough street
smarts to take on the world. But when the most
important person in Scarlet's life is murdered in cold
blood on the East End streets where she grew up, she
can only think of one thing - revenge. Scarlet's aunt Lily
is fierce, straight-talking and a force to be reckoned
with. As head of the family firm and queen of the
London underworld, she welcomes her niece into the
business and swears to help her get revenge - after all,
family comes first. Scarlet soon discovers that the
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murder is just one part of a plot by a rival firm to take
down the entire Drew empire. She stands shoulder to
shoulder with her aunt, ready to fight back, but these
new enemies are the most dangerous threat the Drew
family has ever faced. As everything they've built begins
to crumble, Scarlet's estranged cousin Ruby suddenly
comes back into the firm, with a revelation that could
tear the Drews apart once and for all. But can she be
trusted? As Scarlet faces up to her enemy, one thing is
for sure: family means everything to her and she will
stop at nothing to protect it, even if it means putting her
own life at risk. Strong women, family dramas and nailbiting tension make Her Revenge a book not to be
missed! What readers are saying about Her Revenge:
????? 'OH MY GOOD GOD, WHAT AN AMAZING
BOOK!!... I read it in a day because I couldn't put it
down... Absolutely beyond brilliant.' NetGalley reviewer
????? 'Captivating... You don't want it to end.' B for
Book Review ????? 'I was so hooked... It kept me on the
edge of my seat... Brilliant read.' NetGalley reviewer
????? 'Hooks you right into their world... Gritty and
gripping.' Lucy's Books 26
Three gritty, gripping thrillers starring investigative
journalist Rosie Gilmour. She never walks away from a
story - no matter what the cost. You'll be hooked from
the first page! 'Chilling and compelling' - Kimberley
Chambers THE DEAD WON'T SLEEP The body of a
teenage prostitute is washed up on the beach near
Glasgow. Tracie Eadie was only fourteen, and living in a
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children's home in the city. How did she end up as a
dead heroin addict? Rosie Gilmour is determined to find
out. Her investigation reveals a sordid tale of corruption
going all the way to the top of the Glasgow
establishment. But those in power will do anything to
stop her story coming to light... TO TELL THE TRUTH
A three-year-old girl is snatched from a beach. Nobody
heard a sound. Nobody saw a thing. Rosie Gilmour's
instincts tell her something's wrong: such a crime must
surely have witnesses, and the girl's mother's story
doesn't add up. With a child's life at stake, Rosie finds
herself in a desperate race against time. But she's made
some dangerous enemies along the way. SCREAMS IN
THE DARK The body of a refugee in a Glasgow canal,
missing limbs and vital organs. He's not the first person
to go missing - are there vigilantes at work or is there
something far more sinister going on? It's up to Rosie
Gilmour to find out - but will what she discovers leave
her with murder on her hands?
The Manor
Jimmy's Game
A Village Murder
Betrayed
Maura's Game
Me Against My Brother
THE WHITE-KNUCKLE FOLLOW UP TO FIGHT
BACK - GRIPPING FROM START TO FINISH!
'MARTINA COLE FANS WILL LOVE THIS'
SUNDAY MIRROR Physically and emotionally
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Back, gang leader Kerry Casey must pick herself
up and get straight back into the fray. She may
be struggling to deal with huge changes in her
personal life, but in Glasgow there is no time for
rest: when you're at the top of the pile, someone
is always waiting to knock you down.
A wonderfully tough, funny, heartbreaking
second novel from the author of BILLIE JO,
PAYBACK and THE TRAP, in which a child-fromhell turns a family inside out. June Dawson has
come a long way from the rough East End
background where she met, got pregnant by and
eventually married charming, reckless Johnny
Fuller. Now she lives in leafy Rainham, in a nice
little cul-de-sac, with her ultra-respectable
second husband and a lovely social life. Then
her world collapses when daughter Debbie
announces that she is pregnant by her low-life,
drug addict boyfriend, Billy McDaid. June feels
as though she is being physically sucked back
into the world of villains and thugs she thought
she had escaped for ever. But worse is to come.
Much, much worse. The baby - doted on by his
violent, feckless dad - grows into the child from
hell: mean, sadistic and out of control. Suddenly
the family is not just in crisis. It is in meltdown.
For more than a decade two East End families
have been locked in a bitter war. On one side
are the Mitchells, a notorious underworld mob
from East London's Canning Town. They have an
iron in every fire and will resort to intimidation
and violence to get what they want. When
Stanley Smith's lovely young daughter, Jessica,
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mob boss Harry Mitchell, Stanley is horrified,
but too afraid to stand in their way. On the
other side are the O'Haras. The Mitchells'
biggest rivals are a travelling family who live in
nearby Stratford. They compete with the
Mitchells for pub protection and the two
families hate each other. Caught between these
two families at war, are two innocent children,
who will grow up to love the wrong people and
spark the last terrible act in the long-running
feud. 1988 was a happy year in many people's
lives. Some called it The Rave Year, others The
Second Summer of Love. For Eddie Mitchell and
his family it is neither. 1988 is the year in which
his whole dangerous, violent world explodes
around him.
THE WHITE-KNUCKLE FOLLOW UP TO FIGHT
BACK - GRIPPING FROM START TO FINISH!
'MARTINA COLE FANS WILL LOVE THIS'
SUNDAY MIRROR Physically and emotionally
battered after the shocking events of Fight
Back, Glasgow gang leader Kerry Casey must
pick herself up and get straight back into the
fray. When London gangsters William 'Wolfie'
Wolfe and his tough-talking daughter Hannah
approach her with millions of pounds worth of
stolen diamonds and offer her an alliance in
return for helping to sell them, she jumps at the
chance to have someone on her side for a
change. But there were more than diamonds in
the loot Wolfie stole, and its former owners will
stop at nothing to get it back. Kerry and
Hannah must stay one step ahead of their new
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to
settle an old score of her own...
Ted Hughes: The Unauthorised Life
Rosie Gilmour 2
Ruthless
Dead Man’s Grave (DS Max Craigie Scottish
Crime Thrillers, Book 1)
Fight Back
The gripping, gritty gangster thriller that
everybody's talking about!
When an American sailor from the Holy Loch Base goes
missing, Harry McCoy is determined to find him. But as he
investigates, a wave of bombings hits Glasgow - with the threat
of more to come. Soon McCoy realises that the sailor may be
part of a shadowy organisation committed to a very different
kind of Scotland. One they are prepared to kill for. Meanwhile
Cooper, McCoy's long-time criminal friend, is released from jail
and convinced he has a traitor in his midst. As allies become
enemies, Cooper has to fight for his position and his life.
For more than fifty years, two ruthless gangs have dominated
the Tyneside underworld. Initially, the Conroy and the Sayers
families lived side by side in relative harmony in the West End
of Newcastle, but the birth of the drug-fuelled rave culture in
the late 1980s changed everything. Drunk on power and with an
intense desire to take complete control of the north-east, the
families went to war with one another and with anyone else who
stood in their way. What followed was an orgy of mindless
violence. In Fog on the Tyne, bestselling true-crime author
Bernard O'Mahoney explores the origins of this gangland war
and reveals for the first time how and why it spiralled out of
control, leaving many injured and others dead.
'MARTINA COLE FANS WILL LOVE THIS FAST-PACED
THRILLER' SUNDAY MIRROR Gangster Kerry Casey has
fought her way to the top of the Glasgow crime scene. But can
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now a fully-fledged
boss. With her business partner Sharon and her wily lawyer
Marty at her side, she is busy ridding her organisation of the
drug-dealing, people-trafficking scum her dead brother Mickey
got them involved with. But her great dream is still to take the
Caseys straight. Her plan to turn her organisation around
hinges on building a property empire in Spain. But Kerry has
some deadly rivals - in Glasgow, on the Costa del Sol, and even
further afield. They will never believe she has what it takes to
defend her turf, and they won't rest until the Caseys are
destroyed. When her enemies strike at the heart of the Casey
family, Kerry must prepare for the fight of her life - for her
business, her friends and her own survival. 'Gritty and hardedged, it's not for the faint-hearted' SUNDAY MIRROR
The Story of Britain's Bloodiest Gang War
Screams in the Dark
an addictive and gritty gangland thriller for fans of Kimberley
Chambers and Martina Cole
Dark Harbor
A History of Wall Street in American Life
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